FRESHMAN STUDENTS & PARENTS OF FRESHMEN 4:00 PM-6:00 PM
PEP RALLY AND POPE ORIENTATION: MEET IN THE NEW GYM

Following the pep rally students:

- Students are assigned to Advisement (homeroom) groups
- In addition to the staff advisor, each student group is assigned student ambassadors
- Students will complete the following with their advisor and student ambassadors:
  - Orientation in assigned advisement class
  - Review a presentation about what to expect as a Pope Student
  - Students can ask questions of the advisor and student-ambassador
  - Tour the school
  - Visit clubs and organizations tables in the auxiliary gym

Following the pep rally parents:

- Parents will go to the PAC for a presentation from Mr. Bradford, our counseling department, PTSA, and Pope Foundation
- Pick up athletic passes and purchase spirit wear in the cafeteria
- Meet up with your student to visit clubs and organizations tables in the auxiliary gym

NEW STUDENTS & PARENTS TO POPE (10-12 GRADE) 1:30 PM
POPE ORIENTATION: MEET IN THE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (PAC)

Items for new 10th-12th grade students and parents:

- Presentation from the Pope counseling department, PTSA, and Pope Foundation
- Review a presentation about what to expect as a Pope Student
- In addition to the staff advisor, each student group is assigned a student ambassador
  - Students can ask questions of the advisor and student-ambassador
  - Go on a tour of Pope
- Pick up athletic passes and purchase spirit wear in the cafeteria
- Visit clubs and organizations tables in the auxiliary gym